E36 m42

The four-cylinder engines get a lot of stick from E30 owners. And while it's true that the
four-pots can feel a bit asthmatic after driving a big six-cylinder M20 , it doesn't mean all
four-pot engines are rubbish; after all, the M3 was powered by the four-cylinder S14 lump. If you
want more poke from your i without the drinking problems inherent of the bigger engines, then
look no further than the M42 engine. This fizzy little four-banger features the same 1. Combined
with a simple drop-in swap procedure and easy-to-find spares from the E36 , the M42 is the best
engine swap to liven up the smaller-engined E30 models. The M42 engine is found in two cars;
the is versions of the E30 and E However, the E36 is was later "upgraded" to the M44 engine,
which is not as desirable for a simple swap due to its increased complexity. To make sure
you're getting the right engine from a donor, the most obvious way to identify an M44 engine is
by the crank sensor being at the rear of the block, not the front timing case:. If your current car
sports an M10 engine, you'll also need:. The gearbox you're looking for is the Getrag gear box.
However, there are two types: one was fitted to the M40 and the other to the M Despite sharing a
model number, they do have different internal ratios, with the M42 box being more desirable.
The distinguishing feature is the output flange; you need the one with the flange further away in
order to use all standard iS parts. If you're using a gearbox from an E36, you'll notice that it sits
at an angle compared to E30 boxes. This will give you an issue regarding both the gearbox
mounts and the gear shifter. These challenges can be fixed by some simple creativity, which
involves beefing up one side of the gearbox mount with welded patches, and bending the gear
shifter rod to accommodate the angle. More importantly, the bolt pattern between the gearbox
bell housing and the engine block is not identical. This is still safe as the small bolts are not
load bearing, and are only used as locators. This gearbox was also fitted to the E34 i. The clutch
you use is specific to the gearbox. However, M40 and M42 clutches are the same, and E30 and
E36 clutches are the same, so no matter what you choose it'll fit fine. The preferred differential
is 4. This gives a good combination of speed and economy, although the economy can be
improved further with a 3. On the flip side, a 4. As you can see on the table in the Differential
section of the Wiki, the 4. If you opt for standard coil packs, you will need the coil packs and HT
leads. You will also need the brackets to mount them to the wing, which can be had from BMW.
The part numbers are: 41 14 8 and 41 14 8 They mount on the drivers side of the engine bay:.
Here is how it looks:. Learn more about installing coil-on-plug. Word on the street is that M42
came with a dual mass DM flywheel. This is a big part that people stumble on. I have yet to see
an M42 in the UK that has been fitted with a DM flywheel they nearly all came with single mass
units. The single mass are exactly that and are one lump of steel. These are still heavy but these
can be lightened unlike the DM ones. If you pull all ancillaries from your M40 out of the engine
bay prior to lift it will make it all easier. Bear in mind the iS which came with the M42 came with
rear disc brakes and 51mm front struts, which you won't have on the M40 car. It's heavily
recommended to You might want to upgrade the suspension. The radiators for the M40 are also
slightly smaller than the M42 ones but doesn't make much odds. There are a number of things
you can do to your M42 engine prior to fitting it. Learn more about common M42 upgrades.
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at Content is available under. The initial models were of the four-door sedan body style,
followed by the coupe, convertible, wagon "Touring" and hatchback "Compact" body styles in
later years. The E36 was the first 3 Series to be offered in a hatchback body style. It was also the
first 3 Series to be available with a six-speed manual transmission in the M3 , a five-speed
automatic transmission and a four-cylinder diesel engine. The multi-link rear suspension was
also a significant upgrade as compared to the previous generations of the 3 Series. All-wheel
drive was not available for the E36, unlike the previous E30 and successive E46 generations.
The E36 was named in Car and Driver magazine's 10Best list for every year it was on sale.
Following the introduction of its successor, the E46 3 Series in , the E36 began to be phased out
and was eventually replaced in Development of the E36 began in [3] and the exterior design was
heavily influenced by aerodynamics, specifically the overall wedge shape, headlight covers and
smaller wing mirrors. The production version of the E36 was launched in October , with press
release in November and market launch in early In , the BMW M52 engine replaced the M50TU,
resulting in the i model replacing the i and the addition of a new mid-range i model powered by
a 2. In , the 3. In , its capacity was increased to 3. In , the tds model was released, which added
an intercooler to the M In , the tds model was introduced, powered by the four-cylinder BMW
M41 turbocharged and intercooled engine. All models are rear-wheel drive, since the E36 was
not produced with all-wheel drive unlike its predecessor and successor. The hatchback
"Compact" models use a rear semi-trailing arm suspension based on the older E30 3 Series
design. This was done in order to save space due to the truncated rear end of the hatchback.
The Alpina B6 2. The 3 Series Compact range of three-door hatchback models were introduced

in , based on a shortened version of the E36 platform. The North American model range
consisted of the models listed below. The i models were powered by the BMW M42 engine,
which was used in the is model sold in other countries. Joachim Winkelhock competed in the
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Compared with the M40, the M42 features a DOHC valvetrain, a timing chain, hydraulic valve
lifters and an increased Following BMW's typical construction techniques at the time, the motor
incorporates a cast-iron block and aluminium head. Weight-saving measures include aluminium
chain cases, oil sump, motor mount arms, accessory mounts and a cartridge-style oil filter
housing. Other features included a forged steel crankshaft and tubular stainless steel exhaust
manifold instead of the more typical cast-iron items. BMW also fitted hydraulic motor mounts to
decrease the inline four's inherent noise, vibration, and harshness compared to the smoother
straight-six engines in production at that time. When installed in the BMW E30, a two-piece oil
pan with a removable front sump was fitted to the M In this two-piece arrangement, the upper oil
pan casting incorporates the oil pump's supply passage, and is sealed to the crankcase oil filter
housing with a paper gasket. This can cause problems, because thermal cycles and engine
vibration tend to loosen the upper pan mounting bolts inside the motor. All versions featured a
low-maintenance timing chain with a self-adjusting hydraulic chain tensioner and hydraulic
valve tappets. The M42 uses the Bosch Motronic M1. In markets that required emissions
controls, the DME also incorporates an oxygen sensor and three-way catalytic converter. The
valve cover and airbox were made from carbon fiber and the lubrication system used a dry
sump. The earliest versions of the M42 developed problems with the camshaft chain drive. The
hydraulic tensioner, [5] chain guides, idler wheel and rear lower chain case were updated to
resolve wear problems experienced in the early versions of the M In September , BMW
redesigned the M42's timing chain guide rails, replacing the occasionally troublesome lower
idler gear with a curved nylon guide rail. The idler gear's retaining bolt could break away from
the timing case, often taking a chunk of alloy timing case with it. Early models of the M42
experienced failures of a profile gasket sealing the lower cam chain case to the underside of the
cylinder head. A significant failure would thus discharge pressurized steam and hot coolant into
the timing chain case. In many cases this coolant rapidly contaminates the motor oil in the
sump, causing main bearing failure. BMW updated the profile gasket material and instituted a
program to repair motors under warranty. In extreme cases, the aluminum mating surfaces in
the head and chain case would corrode. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle
engine. Retrieved 18 February Archived from the original on Archived from the original on 27
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previous model continues in parallel. With the introduction of the M42 powered E36 models, the
successful and proven M42 four cylinder engine has been revised. With these changes the
revised M42 engine develops hp kW at rpm and a maximum torque of Nm lb-ft at rpm. The
differential air intake system DISA offers the advantages of both short and long intake pipes,
which contributes to improved power, torque and fuel efficiency. The intake manifold is
produced using a new low pressure chill casting process. This process permits thinner walls,
reducing the weight of the intake system assembly. The system consists of four ram air pipes,
branch pipes with connecting flap valve , primary intake pipes and a plenum chamber. Short air
intake pipes increase power output at the upper end of the engine's speed range, but torque is
then relatively low in the medium RPM range. Long air intake pipes boost torque in the medium
speed range. The primary air intake pipes lead to cylinder group 1 and 4 and to group 2 and 3,
respectively, on the new DISA equipped M42 engines. With the connecting flap valve closed ,
the primary pipe and the ram air pipe act together as a single, long air intake pipe. The column

of air oscillating in this combined pipe significantly increases engine torque in the medium
engine speed range. In order to obtain more power at higher engine speeds above approx. This
largely eliminates the dynamic effect of the air in the primary intake pipes. The shorter ram air
pipes now take over and yield greater power at the upper end of the engine-speed range. The
DISA connecting flap valve is actuated electro-pneumatically in response to a signal from the
engine control module. The action of the valve is deliberately delayed hysteresis to prevent it
from opening and closing repeatedly within a short time. In the part-load engine operating
mode, the vacuum reservoir is evacuated by intake manifold vacuum. The connecting flap valve
is kept closed by the vacuum can and pneumatic actuator. This vents the vacuum can, so that
the flap valve can open. This form of control ensures that the connecting flap always remains
open if there is any malfunction of the electro-pneumatic actuating mechanism, and therefore
that full power output is guaranteed in the upper engine-speed range. The solenoid valve is
actuated directly by a high-power output stage in the engine control module. This output stage
can accept a maximum electrical load of approx. The new knock control system is incorporated
for the first time on a U. BMW model which also contributes to the improved performance of the
E36 M42 engine. An artificial increase in the compression ratio may also be caused by carbon
deposits in the combustion chambers, or as a result of an unfavorable combination of
manufacturing tolerances. If the engine has no form of knock control, the ignition timing has to
include a safety margin to allow for such unfavorable influences, so that efficiency is
automatically lowered in the full-load operating range. Knock control enables the engine to run
right up to the knock limit, since it retards the ignition on the affected cylinder only when the
actual risk of knock is detected. The normal ignition timing can therefore be chosen for
optimum fuel consumption and operating efficiency, without allowing any safety margin for
influences which could cause the knock limit to be exceeded. The knock control system adjusts
the ignition timing sufficiently to avoid engine knock and will allow the engine to run
satisfactorily but with reduced power on fuel of a lower octane rating than the recommended
unleaded premium. Thus, if the owner accidentally gets a tank of inferior gasoline, the engine
will not be damaged immediately. To ensure that knock is reliably identified, BMW installed two
knock sensors on its four-cylinder engines many otherwise comparable systems for
four-cylinder engines use only one sensor. A multiplexer circuit in the engine control module
analyzes the signals. This ensures that only the signal from the cylinder in which combusion is
actually taking place is transmitted to the adjacent knock sensor. The multiplexer is switched
correctly by evaluating the signal from the cylinder identification sensor on the camshaft. The
knock sensor is a piezoelectric conductor-sound microphone with a broadband characteristic.
A piezo-ceramic ring is clamped by a spring washer between a seismic mass and the sensor
body. If the seismic mass is accelerated, it exerts a force on the piezo-ceramic element.
Opposed electrical charges build up on the upper and lower ceramic surfaces, and generate a
voltage at the contacts. In this way, acoustic vibrations can be converted into electrical signals.
These in turn are transmitted by shielded wires to the engine control module for processing.
The knock sensors are bolted to cast bases on the intake side of the engine block, between the
1st and 2nd and between the 3rd and 4th cylinders. These locations ensure that even when
knock is only slight that the acoustic vibrations emitted from the combustion chambers are
transmitted reliably to the knock sensors. If the actual value exceeds a predetermined value, the
combustion process in that cylinder is identified as "knock". The ignition timing is then retarded
immediately in that cylinder so that knock is eliminated. After this, the ignition is advanced
again step by step until the optimum value as stored in the mapped ignition program is reached,
or until knock is once again detected. The ignition is retarded even if knock is only slight and
does not yet represent any acute hazard for the engine. If noise from the engine is unusually
loud, reliable knock identification cannot be guaranteed for instance above-average valve
closing noise caused by a defective hydraulic valve lifter HVA or one which is malfunctioning
due to lack of oil. If a fault is detected in one of these tests, the knock control is shut down. An
emergency program takes over ignition timing control, and the fault is stored in the fault
memory. The emergency operating program ensures that the engine can run without risk on fuel
with a minimum octane number Research Method of It takes load, engine speed and engine
temperature into account. The diagnosis routine is unable to detect whether the plugs for the
two sensors or the sensors themselves have been accidentally interchanged. The engine
control module has been revised in design so that it still needs only one circuit board despite
the additional functions. This avoids contamination of the idle speed control valve and the
throttle body. The primary crankcase vent operates through a large-bore flexible hose which
discharges into the air intake system ahead of the throttle body plate butterfly. The secondary
crankcase vent discharges into the air intake system by way of a channel integrated into the
throttle stub pipe housing. In this channel there is a 1. Two heating elements on the throttle

body, through which the coolant flows, ensure that the crankcase vent system is intensively
heated. The secondary crankcase vent continues to function until well into the part-load
operating range. The primary crankcase vent only takes over when the full-load operating range
is reached, the changeover being governed by the difference in pressure between the crankcase
and the air intake system. A new dual electrode spark plug is used in the E36 M42 engine which
features 2 nonadjustable electrodes and a 14mm thread. A redesigned catalytic converter
distributes the exhaust gas uniformly as it enters the converter through a lateral discharge
outlet, so that it strikes the entire surface of the monolith. This improves durability and ensures
that emissions from the exhaust system are reduced to a consistently low level. Noise radiating
from the converter casing has been reduced by using a rigidly constructed inlet cone of smaller
diameter. Stroke: 81 mm 3. Bore: 84 mm 3. Exhaust valve diameter: User Log in Register. Post
navigation. Original post 9 years ago No replies yet. Document no. In other words, the flap
valve's basic setting is "open". Knock Control The new knock control system is incorporated
for the first time on a U. If an engine runs for any length of time with knock occurring, it may
suffer severe damage. Important note: During service work, assure that the sensors are
connected correctly see Repair Manual. Spark Plug A new dual electrode spark plug is used in
the E36 M42 engine which features 2 nonadjustable electrodes and a 14mm thread. Three Way
Catalytic Converter A redesigned catalytic converter distributes the exhaust gas uniformly as it
enters the converter through a lateral discharge outlet, so that it strikes the entire surface of the
monolith. Like Watch Report. Add a reply. Terms and conditions Privacy policy. Forums New
posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Official Advertisers. Log in Register. What's new.
New posts. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. E36
- M42 - M44 Swap. Thread starter warrenk Start date Jan 27, Hi all, I'm in the process of buying a
non-runner E36 i from a friend. Long story short, He was under the impression the car was a iS.
I never looked at the car in detail as it was a "4cylinder". Anyway, the motor packed up, his
mechanic pulled the old motor out, they bought an import M44 motor, and only once the two
motors were next to each other did they notice that they were not the same. I scratched around
on Google and there's a lot of threads regarding this topic, the ones where the people actually
did the swap has little to no technical information. Majority of the threads says it's a no go, not
worth it and one should rather stick to the M42 as it's not plug and play. I haven't collected the
car or the parts yet so I haven't had a look at the differences between the two engines. From the
internet search it seems as if the crank and cam sensors sits on different locations. Would
anyone here have any information regardin
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g this? Only reason I'm asking is because I'm getting the M44 with the car. Afterburner Member.
Just a few that i can think of: 1 M42 uses airflow meter whilst M44 uses air mass meter. So the
cowling are different and wiring required for the electric fan. Also fan switch has different
temperature settings. Hope this helps! Donovan said:. If it's the i and not the iS it's most likely
got a M43 and not M Gizmo Banned. You will need the M44 engine wiring harness, dme and ews
with key chip to run it in your i. I'm selling a turnkey cc M42 motor for cheap, comes with so
many spares too. Thanks bud. I was hoping it would be a case of swapping intake manifolds
over and maybe a cover or two. Gizmo said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads 9. F30 motor swap into E Replies 14 Views Nov 30, tman. Replies 84 Views 2K. Nov 30,
UpNcOmiNg! Replies 41 Views 2K. Oct 31, XuLeTZ. E92 Footwell module malfunction after
panelbeating. Replies 0 Views Replies 11 Views Aug 27, Camnefdt.

